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press-kit 

Synopsis 

Whenever mom gets sick, which has been happening a lot 

lately, Lilli (9) and her brother Paul (6) do their best to 

ensure that no neighbors and no teachers find out that 

something isn't right at home. But when the heating stops 

working and the apartment becomes freezing cold, Lilli 

doesn't know what to do anymore. 
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On eye-level!  

An Interview with Jan Buttler, director of “LILLI” on working with kids on a set and the complicity of how to tell 

saving a familiar taboo. 

Over the past few years there's been a lot of media discussion about child abuse and neglect. "Lilli"addresses a 

different side of this issue and talks about the anxiety and instability a child experiences when a parent is so 

mentally ill that he or she can no longer tend to his or her parenting duties in a dependable way.  

Yes, we wanted to focus away from the social causes used to explain cases of neglect, which ultimately just ends up 

describing a socially weak environment, and instead tell a story truly from the perspective of a 9-year-old girl who's 

just trying to keep it together, even if she herself can hardly explain the things happening around her. How does a 

child react when it can't understand what's happening to its psychologically unstable mother, a mother whose 

personality is constantly changing? But also: how does this situation also challenge the sibling dynamic? Which 

behavior models are activated? Those were the questions we asked ourselves as we worked on the narrative. 

This story isn't isolated. Lilli's story could also be the story of many other children? What are the different 

dimensions you're looking at? 

We all get excited by numbers, especially those that originate in statistics. Numbers seem constant, dependable. But 

in a way they're actually anti-social. They represent real lives and summarize them, distract from them and turn 

everything into generalizations. Up until Lilli was finished I'd honestly spent little time dealing with the social reality; I 

occasionally looked for individual psychological references in order to, together with the actors, create an image of 

the characters and their motivations. It wasn't until after the shoot that I started to look for answers to the questions 

that came up in the story by turning to our social context. I was surprised by how many children are in situations 

similar to the one we described. Between 4,5 and 5 million children -that's the figure from scientific studies in 

Germany alone- live in families where at least one parent is mentally ill. Not every situation has the dramatic 

consequences that we describe in the film. If the other parent is able to look after the children, that makes up for a lot 

and can balance the situation. But there's still the instability that a child experiences when the personality of an 

important attachment figure drastically changes into something the child no longer recognizes. When this happens in 

single-parent homes or if the other parent isn't able to deal with a child's anxiety in a responsible way, it can lead to 

extreme instability. 

How do children experience this situation? How do they react? 

Because children often consider conflicts in their immediate relational environment as related directly to them, they 

can feel responsible or guilty. On top of this, children know right away that anything in the family that doesn't fit the 

normal image is considered a burden, something to hide and protect from outside eyes. That feeling of shame and 

that obligation to keep things secret can quickly lead to children becoming loners and feeling excluded from their 

classmates' self-confident and easy way of being. The messy childhood feeling about a parent's unsettling behavior; 

finding ways to blame oneself as the cause for this behavior; assuming adult responsibilities and trying to find balance 

on a day-to-day basis, thereby renouncing the developmental rhythm that is appropriate for a child; and finally the 

effort to conceal things from the outside world, these are classic cornerstones of this reality. With Lilli, we wanted to 

give this a narrative.  

So is Lilli a fictional or a true story? 

It's an example. That's what every story tries to be and that's the purpose of storytelling: to show an example, don't 

you think? It's the reverse experience of what we learn from statistics and studies: the truth is told not through the 

universal, but through the particular. In Lilli's case, I think there are very many variations of our story in reality. Lilli 

definitely experienced phases of strong social connectedness, otherwise she wouldn't have learned empathy and 
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social responsibility. But in families where this is lacking early on in life, like in the first two or three years, it can have a 

complicated and handicapping effect on the self-confidence and autonomy of a child. On the other hand, if a healthy 

parent is available alongside the one that's ill, it can relieve some of this and offer the anxious child a stable 

environment, despite all the adversity. It all depends on each personal situation, which is never taken into account 

when you only look at numbers. Close to 5 million children in this country have their own stories to tell. Each story is 

different and yet they all allude to the same sense of insecurity. 

Lilli seems to deal with the situation quite coldly? 

I consider Lilli to be very empathetic and aware of her responsibilities. She only has a very tenuous assessment of her 

situation. Her reaction is a stoic attempt to maintain a routine. She believes, or hopes at least, that if everything 

continues as it was, it will all turn back into something good. What other choice does she have. Lilli knows very well 

that her situation isn't "normal". Any and all outsiders pose a threat to their household. The fear of losing control is 

greater than the belief that real help can come from an outsider. This is where shame comes in – shame that is 

actually the mother's shame projected onto the daughter. Because of her loyalty, or fear that her betrayal will anger 

her mother, Lilli has almost not options. The urgency of the situation brings her to her neighbor's doorstep, but she's 

just acting out of desperation. What kind of stability, what feeling of security will she find behind this door? She feels 

two equally strong things: on the one hand a desire to be taken care of, and on the other hand, fear of destroying 

what she has. Any revelation about her family not only endangers the home, it also poses a threat to her. And since 

her mother can't react to this desperation in a helpful way, Lilli doesn't learn to face her anxieties, which ultimately 

makes her separate and repress it. 

...which will have consequences for her personal development as she becomes an adult? 

Yes. The absence of an age-appropriate developmental rhythm makes a child abstract itself from its own needs, and 

the experiences they go through manifest themselves later on in life. Kids that grow up too soon then read their later 

experiences according to the habitual pattern: in order to feel good and to fulfill the (so-perceived) wishes of others, I 

have to withdraw. These children grow up with too much responsibility and even if the situation changes, they often 

have a hard time learning how to behave differently afterwards. The duty of a child in this situation will soon become 

a role that it feels it must also fill as an adult, also because this role becomes familiar and brings the child the most 

recognition. But going down this path in life also brings an enormous sense of responsibility, a negative self-image and 

above all, the feeling that no one can be trusted: a permanent attempt to restore the happy family idyll that was lost 

in childhood.  ...but this is actually going much further than what we wanted to say in Lilli. 

What can children or parents do in these situations? 

Today there are many ways to get help. Although for a long time researchers and the main social assistance programs 

focused exclusively on mentally ill parents, much has changed in the last 10-15 years. Similar to the treatment for drug 

addiction, many institutions now extend their therapy and assistance services to family members. Some are even 

dedicated entirely to providing support for children. Many cities now have counseling centers that can direct people 

to their local or regional centers and organizations. Often it's already a lot of help just to talk to someone on the 

outside. Lilli, for instance, was made with the advisory support of Kindernotdienst Berlin and "Das Patenprojekt", a 

cooperative project between the Kreuzberg foster-family service (PiK gGmbH) and Leben Lernen e.V, a mother-child 

organization that tries to find volunteer guardians for children in difficult family situations. So there are a range of 

helpful options that vary from acute help in emergency situations to counseling, all the way to long-term support.  

Back to LILLI. How does the abstractness of this social problem carry over into the world of filmic story-telling? 

We tried to adopt Lilli's point of view. Alex Bloom consistently angled the camera on eye-level with our main actors. 

Since neither the equipment nor the position of a 9-year-old's perspective are very easy to handle, Alex definitely had 

to make some physical effort. Observing as things unfold –which is what our story tries to do- it's not always exciting 

in and of itself, but in the narrative and maybe the curiosity with which someone approaches the topic. Not the order 
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of events as such, rather the viewer's own interest, his or her own valorization and approach to this observation is 

what we mean. Simply watching – without the usual machinery of effects like violins and metaphorically charged 

image combinations – remains the most effective way to communicate authenticity. In editing we at first got lost in a 

rapid succession of images, which of course also emerged from the difficulty of the material. It wasn't until we 

received feedback from others that we found our way back to our original intention of allowing things their time, in 

order to see things oneself. 

What do you mean about the difficulty of the material? 

It's lots of fun to shoot with kids – even when it's a drama! But it's also always a special challenge. And we were very 

surprised to see how professional the two – Mila and Juri – were on set. But there are still limits: for example Juri had 

a hard time trying to resist the urge to look into the camera. Yet in other moments he was able to deliver truly 

sparkling authenticity that really astounded us. But a lot of problems came up when editing his footage. There were a 

lot of takes we couldn't use because they couldn't be combined. In the end, he made his own suggestion to install a 

second camera a bit off to the side, one that he could look into. Juri's clever like that... Alex Bloom and I planned the 

visual concept without knowing the location, which in reality turned out to be much narrower. We wanted the kids to 

move freely and for the camera to follow. What we stuck with was the extremely flexible light setup, which later 

helped us manage the tight schedule required by child protection laws. In the end there was so little space on set that 

Alex had to squeeze out every last centimeter of space in order to stay with the kids as they moved. We were amazed 

to discover that the kids really enjoyed moving between the markers we made by sticking colorful tape on the floor at 

their feet. They even demanded we use it in scenes where it wasn't necessary for the camera angle. Sometimes you 

can really over-think something... 

How was it to work with the actors? 

It's always different. Our assistant director Sarah Paar gave a lot of input, from casting to the shoot. Every morning on 

our way to set we discussed the day's schedule and production strategies. Although we were never unprepared, once 

on set things usually go quite differently than we imagined. We had a few rehearsals prior to shoot, but they were 

mainly to help us get to know one another and establish a general emotional groundwork. The concrete directing 

work first began on set. We also didn't shoot chronologically. It wouldn't have been possible with our sets. At first I 

thought it was imperative to shoot in chronological order, so that the kids would be able to follow the narrative at any 

given moment. But this soon proved unnecessary. Mila was always super prepared and knew the schedule every day. 

Juri on the other hand was chronically unprepared and only had a vague notion of the storyline. But when we would 

discuss scenes on set he understood perfectly what the problem was and what his role in it would be:  like pulling his 

"sister's"  hair as she ties her shoes in the hallway, or taking forever in bed to finish a drawing only to destroy it. He 

does this in his own rhythm, not according to anything I would've told him but really following his own instinct. After 

shooting that scene eight or nine times, I found that his drawings were more and more elaborate, and so I told him 

that he didn't need to take so much time for each drawing. But he felt that the drawing should really be finished 

before he could destroy it. The twelfth, and longest, take is the one we used. Mila on the other hand was constantly 

aware of her role as the older sibling, the one that can take on more responsibility: the dependable, disciplined one. 

And she's the youngest in her family! It was really incredible for us to see just how involved these kids got with their 

roles and with this other, new reality. Juri uses everything that he is when he acts. When Mila acts she escapes from 

herself, to an unrecognizable degree. 

How far can you go with child actors, what can you expect? 

Sometimes actors forget their lines, other times their accuracy is off, and these are never at the same time. So you 

work in several takes. Even with the kids we had to retake things several times. Both were incredibly professional. 

They stuck to what worked, learned how to integrate changes and let go of things that didn't work: the same skills 

that are usually only expected from trained actors. With the adult actors I discussed the possible biographical reasons 

behind each character's motives in a particular situation. But with kids you can't get into psychological motives and 

you don't research any of the causalities behind behavior.  One scene that we shot but was later edited out was of Lilli 
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who goes into the cellar to retrieve a space heater. There we planned to have the light go out suddenly, the way it 

sometimes does when it's on a timer,  and we hoped the image would create a strong sense of loneliness and 

desperation. But it was impossible for Mila to tap into the fear she would normally feel in that kind of situation 

because even in the total darkness of the cellar, she knew that at any moment Alex with his camera or any other 

member of the team could be there for her. Children won't display their feelings when they act unless you're able to 

build them a bridge. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't. That's what I've learned. 

In the credits, LILLI is described as a filmArche "joint". What does that mean? 

Jan-Paul Gauly, Rene Paulokat, Alex Bloom, Suzanne Dzeik and many other collaborators are people I know from the 

filmArche, where we studied together and also where we discussed and implemented a lot of important reforms in 

the organizational and curriculum structure. That's the concept behind this incredible school: the students also get 

involved in the organization and administration. Everyone learns with each other and from one another. Some people 

there already come with a lot of film experience, sometimes even from working in large international productions. I've 

already worked with some of this crew on other projects. It was my first time working with Alex Bloom, the 

cinematographer. We knew each other from shoots for other Arche films and I think we connected on the way we 

both think about images and narratives. The story behind the "joint" part is that the US filmmaker Spike Lee always 

calls his films a "Spike Lee joint" in the credits. I honestly don't know what he means with that, but I understand it in 

my way and like the idea that a movie is made by lots of people who share a common idea. Everyone contributes their 

artistry to the final product. Of course in the end, the director and producer take care of bringing together all this 

artistic talent and the screenplay acts as the initial motivation to bring a story to life. But regardless whether you're in 

charge of lighting  in order to give the image a specific look, making the frame, working out an entire biography for the 

props or combining images into meaning during editing: everyone that takes part in the filmmaking process is also 

telling the story that started in a screenplay. Each person in his or her own way. The final piece is the sum of its parts 

and is never the product of one single person's efforts. For me a "joint" is also a piece that results from work as equals 

and amongst equals. Since we're all working for free on student and no-budget projects, it's important that everyone 

gets something out of it, that this value is fairly decided upon, and that everyone is covered by contract. If the final 

product goes on to win acclaim or even prize money for the producers, this must be evenly distributed, no matter how 

little the sum may be. Part of our education is to learn that professional effort should be remunerated. This is why 

every person involved in this production received a contract to describe and regulate these entitlements. Even if at 

first it's not possible to pay everything, or only with passion, it's important that one's efforts not be overshadowed by 

some kind of implicit artistic superiority. In the end, it's this product of ambitious creative effort that gets evaluated. 

We all made this film and gave everything we could. 

 

 

Jan Buttler studied political science and Latin American studies at the FU Berlin prior to co-founding the self-governing film 

school filmArche e.V. in 2002. As part of the student administration and the school board he helped build and develop the 

project until 2009. He teaches film dramaturgy with a focus on mythological, non-dramatic narrative. 

 


